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Princeton Identity Upgrades Access Control System with Biometric
Iris Recognition at Elder Care Facility
Easy-to-Use Solution with Instant Identification and No Codes to Remember

Erie, PA (December 1, 2016) – Princeton Identity has recently implemented an iris
recognition system at Brevillier Village, a long term care and independent
residential/retirement facility in Erie, Pennsylvania, that will make access control
procedures easier and more convenient for both residents and staff.

According to Jean LaFuria, Vice President of Residential Services, Brevillier Village,
there were problems on-site when residents had difficulty using the access control

keypads to move about the facility. A variety of options were investigated, including
larger keypads to increase visibility, but none were an ideal solution.
“Adding key cards to solve the problem was not an option because of liability/legal
issues and larger-sized pin pads were only a partial solution,” adds LaFuria. “We were
already using fingerprint technology for staff time and attendance but it was less viable
for the residents, and created new concerns for accuracy and transmission of germs.
After researching current technologies, we learned that iris recognition could be an ideal
solution for us – it is highly accurate, non-contact, and eliminates the need to remember
codes. The easy-to-use iris recognition technology from Princeton Identity was the
answer for our challenges.”

The solution from Princeton Identity involved adding two of their IOM (Identity on the
Move™) Walk-Through Identity systems and six IOM Access Control readers in the
personal care building. IOM readers are installed on four sets of doors at two heights –
a lower position for those in wheelchairs and a higher position for those who can stand
or use crutches or a walker. Once enrolled, users simply glance at the iris reader
without having to remove glasses or place their eyes close to the device. Authentication
is confirmed in less than a second, and the door can be opened. Because of the
system’s ease of use and reliable accuracy, the staff at Brevillier Village are also
enrolled in the system. The building’s previous access control system was left in place
as a back-up.

“This project highlights some of the advantages of iris recognition in healthcare and
assisted-living applications,” said Mark Clifton, CEO, Princeton Identity. “Many facilities
need to support users with a wide range of physical limitations and challenges. Iris
recognition is a great fit for these cases because it is fast and easy for users, doesn’t
require a free hand, and maintains safety and security.”
For more information about Princeton Identity visit www.princetonidentity.com.
Photo captions:
Photo 1: Jeff Wieser with Natalie Flaherty both employees at Brevillier Village

Photo 2: Exterior shot of Brevillier Village
Photo 3: Resident at Brevillier Village using the IOM Access Control reader

About Princeton Identity
Princeton Identity (www.princetonidentity.com) develops innovative technologies,
software and physical hardware solutions designed to verify and manage individuals’
identities for a wide range of physical security and data access applications. The
company’s unique multimodal biometric solutions employ distinctive iris and facial
recognition technologies which deliver the highest levels of accuracy and speed both
indoors and outdoors. With proven installations around the world utilizing their
technology, Princeton Identity offers system solutions for a diverse range of mainstream
applications including mobile access control, corporate, industrial and secure
workplaces, airports, critical infrastructure, public arenas and border control. Using the
company’s unique technical expertise developed through a long history of research and
innovation at SRI International, Princeton Identity creates and integrates the world’s
fastest, most accurate, versatile and non-intrusive identity solutions.
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